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CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON 
IN THE AVESTA

Annotation. In the article, the author, in addition to the norms of criminal law in the ancient source “Avesto”, highlighted the 
issues of the use of punitive measures associated with bodily harm to the offender, as well as the difference between the formation 
of the theory of a fair trial to restore criminal law and the theory of criminal law, therefore the question of restoring a person who 
suffered from a crime in the communication of an adverb and the person who asked him was not considered in the article. Based 
on fragments of the dialogue, it is noted that the formation of ancient criminal law in Zoroastrianism is an expression of a certain 
historical stage.

Key words: crime, grievous bodily harm, evasion of punishment, punishment, Zoroastrianism, crimes against life and health.

Аннотация. Маколада “Авесто” кадимийманбаасидагижиноят хукуки нормалари илова килиниб, айбдорга нисба- 
тан танасига шикает етказиш билан бозлик жазо чоралари куллаш, хамда жазоловчи жиноят хукуки тузрисидаги 
жиноят-хукукий Fоя ва хукукни тиклаш одил судлов зоясининг вужудга келиши уртасидаги фарк, Зардуштнинг жазо
ловчи жиноят хукуки Fояси тарафдори булганлиги ёритилган. Маколада келтирилган Зардушт ва унга савол берувчи 
шахс мулокотида жиноятдан жабр курган шахснинг хукуки тикланиши куриб чикилмаган. Мулокотдан келтирилган 
фрагментлар асосида зардуштийларда кадимий жиноят хукуки шаклланиши узига хос тарихий боскичдан иборат 
эканлиги айтиб утилган.

Калит сузлар: жиноят, 0Fир тан жарохатлари, жазодан буйин товлаш, жазо, зардуштийлик, шахснинг хаёти ва 
созлизига карши жиноятлар.

Аннотация: В статье автор, помимо норм уголовного права в древнем источнике “Авесто”, осветил вопросы 
применения карательных мер, связанных с нанесением телесных повреждений по отношению к преступнику, а так
же разницу между формированием теорией справедливого судебного разбирательства по восстановлению уголов
ного права и теорией уголовного права, поэтому вопрос о восстановлении лица, пострадавшего от преступления 
в общении наречия и лица, которое его спрашивало, в статье не рассматривался. На основе фрагментов диалога 
отмечается, что формирование древнего уголовного права в зороастризме является выражением определенного 
исторического этапа.

Ключевые слова: преступление, тяжкие телесные повреждения, уклонение от наказания, наказание, зороа
стризм, преступления против жизни и здоровья.

In the Avesta, crimes against human life and health 
are detailed and proportionate punishment is imposed 
for these crimes1. Intentional assault or attack in a 
state of passion, actions associated with threats, 
harmful actions of a doctor against a patient, abortion, 
commission of a crime against a pregnant woman are 
considered crimes against the person2.

Infact, human life and health froma person and the 
country ‘s resources or damage to a person deprived of 
this tragedy . Theman is completely summer, enjoying 
the benefits of life, trying to live his life on a position 
that will not be filled with nothing . Damage to human 
health, physical, moral, mental sufferig limited in the 
activities of his life.

Indeed, human life and health are considered 

invaluable wealth and deprivation of these wealth 
or causing bodily harm to him is considered a great 
tragedy. A living person seeks to enjoy all the gifts of 
life and the harm from actions associated with the 
deprivation of his life cannot be compensated for. A 
criminal act as an act inherent in a person, first of all, 
its psychological content should have all the features 
inherent in a criminal act. The physiological basis of 
human activity consist of the physical movement.

Physical activity can be active or passive. It may 
imply oral activity (slander, threat, agitation, insult), 
physical and mechanical impact on the objects of 
encroachment (infliction of bodily harm, theft), or both 
oral and mechanical actions (hooliganism, abuse of 
office) are committed on the object and subject of 

1. Rtveladze E. V., Saidov A. X, Abdullaev E. V. Civilization of ancient Uzbekistan: excerpts from the history of statehood and 
law. - T .: «Adolat», 2001. - 235 p.

2. Source shown. - Page 218.
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the crime position. Consequently, crime is a complex 
phenomenon of the social life of society, therefore, 
this phenomenon should be studied not only by 
lawyers, but also by philosophers, political scientists, 
sociologists and scientists from other fields of science, 
who also pay great attention to this phenomenon3.

A deliberate crime is considered an act that includes 
the criminal’s awareness of his actions, a strong-willed 
desire to implement them for a specific goal. « Avesta 
« we read :»Everyone, who is going to the battery one 
- is to kill her « sin « ochiripta»4. «Ochiripta « means 
«to take» . « Vandidod » the man said, the striker 
intentionally weapons - weapons, as mentioned, as a 
sin . « Avesta « in the Zoroastrian Ahura Mazda asked 
: « Oh, who created the universe ! About the Truth ! 
Stained with the sin of those who «ochiripta».

What is the punishment for sin?
Ahura Mazda answered :» Five whip aspahiq 

ashatra five saravushu Charanga whip whip them 
from the rods . Second time on his whip aspahiq - 
ashatra, whip with saravushu - Charanga . The third 
time he was beaten fifteen times with aspahik-ashatra 
and fifteen times with saravusu-carana. For the fourth 
time, they beat thirty lashes with aspahik-ashatra 
and thirty lashes with saravusu-charana. For the fifth 
time, they beat fifty lashes with aspahik-ashatra and 
fifty lashes with saravusu-charana. For the sixth time, 
sixty blows with the lash of the aspahik-ashatra and 
sixty blows with the lash of the saravusu-charana are 
delivered. For the seventh time, there will be ninety 
lashes with aspahik-ashatra and ninety lashes with 
saravushu-charana.[5] .

Thus, if a person is infected seven times with 
the sin of «ociripta», that is, if someone jumps with 
the intention of beating someone, then the general 
violation will be «Aspahik ashatra», that is, ninety 
times by applying a whip from a horse, leather, and 
«saravushu charana,» that is, a bull ninety beaten 
with a whip woven from his skin. Anyone who attacks 
someone with the intention of hitting him on the head, 
his sin is «avauyraish», that is, the crime of a person 
who, in anger, tries to hit someone with a weapon6. 
Avauraishta means to turn. It is the sin of a person 
who takes a weapon and angrily turns it over to strike 
someone7. “Anyone who intends to strike someone 
with malicious intent is guilty of ‘aridusha’ and will

not strike with a weapon in the hand of the oppressed. 
Even if he does, his wound must be healed within three 
days”8. Aridush is the name of the sin of a person who 
takes up arms and intends to hit someone. Intentional 
crime is an action that consists of the conscious will 
and purposeful behavior of a person. The crime is 
committed in the short or long term. Therefore, before 
realizing the objective side of the crime, a thinking 
process arises in the mind of a person and a plan 
for future criminal actions is created. In a word, this 
process can be called the formation of criminal intent. 
The stage of forming a criminal conspiracy includes 
defining a criminal goal, understanding the conditions 
necessary to achieve it, searching for ways to commit 
a crime and then eliminating its traces, thinking about 
the possibility and expediency of involving other 
persons to assist in the commission of a crime.... But
all this happens in the mind of a person.

Practice shows that a person intending to commit 
a crime hides it. However, in many cases, a person’s 
intention to commit a crime becomes obvious to others, 
i.e., it is reported to law enforcement agencies or made 
public, or when a person shares his views with others 
(relatives, friends, acquaintances, neighbors, etc.) after 
of how he informed him of his intention to commit a 
crime. In the theory of criminal law, this case is called 
an expression of intent, which is defined as an external 
desire and goal in the mind of a person to commit a 
crime. Informing other persons about criminal intent 
is carried out by informing other persons about their 
criminal intentions orally, in writing, in combination 
with behavior - actions, that is, gestures, certain 
words or body movements. The Criminal Code of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan does not provide for criminal 
liability for the expression and expression of criminal 
intent9. However, as we saw above, Avesto punishes 
anyone who tries to hit someone, someone who tries 
to hit someone in the head, and someone who tries 
to hit someone with malicious intent. Anyone who 
commits this sin five times will become «pisavtana». 
Pishavtanu means «one who sacrifices his body for his 
sin.» His other name is «cheap death», which means 
a person sentenced to death for his sins. For the sin 
of Pishavtan, other methods of punishment were 
also used. For example, we read in the Avesta: What 
punishment will be for a person who, after paying 

3. Criminal law. General Discussion: Textbook / A. S. Yakubov, R. Kaboulov et al. - T:. Academy Ministry of Internal Affairs, 2004. 
- P. 100-101.

4. Avesto. Historical and literary monument. Translated by Askar Mahkam. - T .: «Shark», 2001. - 118-p.
5. Cited source - same page.
6. Boboev H., Dodjonov T., Hasanov S. Avesto is an invaluable monument to the peoples of the East. TMI. - T., 2004 .-- 22 p.
7. Avesto. Historical and literary monument. Translated by Askar Mahkam. - T .: «Shark», 2001. - 339-bet.
8. Boboev H., Dodjonov T., Hasanov S. Avesto is an invaluable monument to the peoples of the East. TMI. - T., 2004 .-- 22 p.
9. Criminal law. General oath: Textbook / AS Yakubov, R. Kabulov and others - T.: Academy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of 

the Republic of Uzbekistan, 2004. - 200-201-p.
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a fine for his previous sins, is stained for the eighth 
time with the inscription « Ochiripta «? Ahura Mazda 
replied: “His kirdik is“ pisavtanu ”. The punishment 
for his sin is twenty lashes with the lash of the 
aspahik-ashatra and twenty lashes with the lash of 
the saravusu-charana. What punishment will be for 
someone who is tainted by the sin of Ochiripta and 
refuses to pay compensation? Ahura Mazda replied: 
“His kirdik is“ pisavtanu ”. The punishment for his sin 
is twenty lashes and twenty lashes»10.

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for someone who is 

tainted by the sin of «wandering»?
Ahura Mazda replies:
- Ten lashes are struck with aspahik-ashatra and 

ten lashes with saravusu-charana.
The second time he was beaten with fifteen 

aspahik-ashatra lashes and fifteen saravusu-charana 
lashes11.

The third time they beat thirty whips with the 
aspahik-ashatra and thirty whips with the saravushu- 
charana.

For the fourth time, fifty lashes are dealt with the 
aspahik-ashatra and fifty lashes with the saravusu- 
charana.

For the fifth time, seventy lashes are inflicted 
with the aspahik-ashatra and seventy lashes with the 
saravusu-charana.

For the sixth time ninety whips are struck with 
aspahik-ashatra and ninety whips with saravusu- 
charana.

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for one who, having paid 

for his previous sins, is defiled for the seventh time by 
the sin of avayraishta?

Ahura Mazda replies:
- His practice is pikhavtanu . The punishment for sin 

is twenty lashes with the lash of the aspahik-ashatra 
and twenty lashes with the lash of the saravusu- 
charana.

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for one who is tainted by 

the sin of avayrayish and refuses to pay compensation?
Ahura Mazda replies:
- His practice is pikhavtanu . The punishment for 

his sin is twenty lashes with the lash of the aspahik- 
ashatra and sixty lashes with the lash of the saravusu-

Q M P TI 
charana.

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for one who is tainted by 

the sin of avayrayish?
Ahura Mazda replies:
- Fifteen lashes are dealt with aspahik-ashatra and 

fifteen lashes with saravusu-charana12.
The second time they beat thirty lashes with 

aspahik-ashatra and thirty lashes with saravusu- 
charana.

The third time they beat fifty lashes with aspahik- 
ashatra and fifty lashes with saravusu-charana.

For the fourth time, seventy lashes are dealt with 
the aspahik-ashatra and seventy lashes with the 
saravusu-charana.

For the fifth time they beat ninety lashes with 
aspahik-ashatra and ninety lashes with saravusu- 
charana.

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for someone who defiles 

himself for the sixth time after paying for his previous 
sins ?

Ahura Mazda replied:
- His practice is pikhavtanu . The punishment for 

his sin is twenty lashes with the lash of the aspahik- 
ashatra and sixty lashes with the lash of the saravusu- 
charana.

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for someone who is 

defiled by the sin of «aridush» and refuses to pay 
compensation?

Ahura Mazda replied:
- His practice is pikhavtanu. The punishment for 

his sin is twenty lashes with the lash of the aspahik- 
ashatra and twenty lashes with the lash of the 
saravusu-charana13.

Avesto also punishes a person for hitting and 
injuring someone14. In the Republic of Uzbekistan, 
one of the most important tasks of criminal law is to 
protect the health and physical integrity of citizens 
from criminal encroachments. The only concept of 
bodily harm in the legal literature has not yet been 
developed. Lawyers use two objective criteria as 
a basis for clearly defining the limits of the damage 
to health that can be considered personal injury and 
distinguishing it from other forms of violence:

1) violation of the anatomical integrity or normal 
10. Avesto. Historical and literary monument. Translated by Askar Mahkam. - T .: «Shark», 2001. - 118-bet.
11. Boboev H., Dostjonov T., Hasanov S. Avesto is an invaluable monument to the peoples of the East. - T .: TMI, 2004 .-- 63 p.
12. Boboev X., Hasanov S. Avesto - the source of our spirituality. - T.: «Adolat», 2001. - 64-p.
13. Avesto. Historical and literary monument. Translated by Askar Mahkam. - T .: «Shark», 2001. - 119-bet.
14. The same page is quoted.
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functioning of organs and tissues of the human body;

2) causing harm to human health, which makes 
it possible to determine the severity and amount of 
damage caused by the results of a forensic medical 
examination.

Based on these criteria, bodily injury can be 
defined as illegal damage to the health of another 
person against the will of another person, causing a 
violation of the anatomical integrity or physiological 
functions of tissues or organs under the influence of 
environmental factors15.

In the Avesto, the following penalties are imposed 
on a person for beating or causing grievous bodily 
harm:

« O Creator of the universe!»
« Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for someone who hits 

and injures someone?
Ahura Mazda replied:
- Thirty lashes beat with aspahik-ashatra, thirty 

lashes - with saravusu-charana.
The second time they searched Saravushu-ch with 

a whip with an aspahik ashatra and a whip with rods.
For the third time, seventy lashes are struck with 

the aspahik-ashatra lash and seventy lashes with the 
saravusu-charana lash.

For the fourth time, ninety lashes are dealt with the 
aspahik-ashatra and ninety lashes with the saravusu- 
charana.

- What punishment will be for someone who is 
defiled by this sin for the fifth time, even after having 
paid for his previous sins?

Ahura Mazda replied:
- His practice is pikhavtanu. The punishment for 

his sin is twenty lashes with the lash of the aspahik- 
ashatra and twenty lashes with the lash of the 
saravusu-charana.

«Who is defiled by this sin and refuses to pay 
compensation, what is his sin?»

Ahura Mazda replied:
- His practice is pikhavtanu. The punishment for 

his sin is twenty lashes with the lash of the aspahik- 
ashatra and twenty lashes with the lash of the 
saravusu-charana16.

Article 109 of the Criminal Code of the Republic 
of Uzbekistan refers to intentional slight bodily injury, 
according to which: 1) slight bodily injury that does not 
lead to a short-term deterioration in health or short
term disability;

2) responsibility for minor bodily injuries resulting 
in a short-term deterioration in health, that is, more 
than six days, but not more than twenty-one days, or a 
short-term loss of ability to work17.

Minor injuries that do not result in short-term 
impairment of health or short-term disability include 
minor injuries that last no more than six days, with a 
mild, rapid onset and no serious consequences. These 
injuries can be in the form of bruises, scrapes, scrapes, 
small bumps.

Minor injuries leading to short-term ill health 
include:

1) bodily injuries resulting in deterioration of health 
for a period of more than six days, but not more than 
twenty one days;

2) injuries causing short-term disability.
Loss of ability to work for a short period of time 

means the loss of up to ten percent of total work 
ability18.

According to Avesto, a person who beats someone 
and sheds blood is punished according to the severity 
of his crime:

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for someone who beats 

someone and sheds blood?
Ahura Mazda replies:
- Fifty lashes are dealt with aspahik-ashatra and 

fifty lashes with saravusu-charana.
The second time they beat seventy whips with the 

aspahik-ashatra and seventy whips with the Saravusu- 
carana.

For the third time, ninety lashes with aspahik- 
ashatra and ninety lashes with saravusu-charana are 
struck19.

- What punishment will be for a person who is 
defiled for the fourth time by this sin, who has been 
punished for his previous sins?

Ahura Mazda replies:
- His practice is pikhavtanu. The punishment for sin 

is twenty lashes and twenty lashes.
«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment would be for someone who 

refuses to pay compensation by injuring someone and 
shedding blood?

Ahura Mazda replies:
- His practice is pikhavtanu. The reward for his sin 

is twenty whips of aspahik-ashatra and twenty whips 

15. Rustamboev M. IKS. other. Criminal law. - T .: Publishing house «Economics and the world of law», 2000. - 56 p.
16. Avesto. Historical and literary monument. Translated by Askar Mahkam. - T.: «Shark», 2001. - S. 119-120.
17. Rustamboev M. IKS. other. Criminal law. - T .: Publishing house «Economics and the world of law», 2000. - 74 p.
18. See: The Criminal Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan: scientific and practical commentary / Under the red. Yakubov A. S. - T: 

The Academy of the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Uzbekistan, 1996. - 148. P.
19. Avesto. Historical and literary monument. Translated by Askar Mahkam. - T .: «Shark», 2001. - 120-bet.
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of saravushu-charana20. These incidents mentioned 
in Avesto, such as beating someone and spilling 
blood, are similar to the crime of intentionally causing 
moderate bodily harm, which is now reflected in our 
legislation. Since injuries of moderate severity can 
cause significant damage to human health, they do 
not lead to organ loss or other consequences typical 
of severe injuries.

The main symptoms of moderate skin injuries are:
1) deterioration of health for a long time, that is, 

not less than twenty one days, but not more than four 
months;

2) loss of ten to thirty-three percent of total 
performance21.

Loss of ten to thirty-three percent of total 
performance is an independent symptom of moderate 
to severe bodily injury.

In the Avesto, a criminal who hits someone and 
breaks a bone is punished as follows:

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for someone who hits 

someone and breaks their bone?
Ahura Mazda replied:
«Seventy lashes are struck with aspahik-ashatra, 

and seventy lashes are struck with saravusha- 
charama.»

The second time he was beaten with ninety 
aspahik-ashatra whips and ninety Saravusu-charana 
whips.

- What punishment will be for a person who 
contracted this sin for the third time, paying 
compensation for his past sins?

Ahura Mazda replied:
- His act is called «pisavtanu». The whip of sin is 

beaten with twenty whips of aspahik-ashatra and 
twenty whips of saravusu-charana.

«O Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What is the punishment for the sin of someone who 

refuses to pay compensation by beating someone and 
breaking his own bone?

Ahura Mazda replied:
His kirdari is called pisavtana, and he is whipped 

twenty times with the whip aspahik-ashatra and 
saravusu-charana22.

If a person beats someone, knocks them down, or 
repeats a crime, we see that there is a rule of thumb 
for the total number of crimes:

«0 Creator of the universe!»
«Oh Truth!»
What punishment will be for someone who beats 

someone and makes him lose consciousness?
Ahura Mazda replied:
- Aspahik-ashatra is beaten with a whip ninety 

times, and Saravushu-charana is beaten with a whip 
sixty times.

- Report the punishment for the one who commits 
this sin again, even if he paid the punishment for his 
first sin!

Ahura Mazda replied:
“His act is called“ pisavtana ”, and for this sin he 

is beaten twenty times with the whip of Aspahik- 
ashatras and twenty times with the whip of Saravusu- 
charana.

«O Creator of Worlds!»
«Oh Truth!»
Warn me about the heel of a bully who refuses 

to pay compensation for beating someone up and 
passing out!

Ahura Mazda said:
“His kirdori is called pisavtana, and as a result, 

aspahik-ashatra and saravusu-charana are beaten 
twenty times with the whip[23] .

At the end of the punishments described above, 
these sinners will be purified and the Ashavans. After 
that, Mazda will continue to practice religion. It is clear 
from the above analysis that crime and punishment are 
comprehensively regulated at Avesto. In this regard, 
the history of the development of the criminal law of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan should be considered in 
direct connection with the history of the country. The 
achievement of full state independence of Uzbekistan, 
as well as the inclusion in the new Constitution of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan of the tasks of the social 
system of a democratic republic, in turn, requires 
special attention to the history of the development of 
criminal law. «At the same time, the new legislation 
should reflect the traditions, customs, interpersonal 
and interethnic relations and moral norms inherited 
from the centuries-old history of religious beliefs that 
do not contradict universal human values, human 
rights and freedoms.»24

The imposition of punishment for crimes against 
the person named in the Avesto is also the basis 
for a fair trial and serves as an important means of 
preventing crime.

20. Boboev X., Hasanov S. Avesto - the source of our spirituality. - T .: «Adolat», 2001. - 66 p.
21. See: The Criminal Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan: scientific and practical commentary / Under the red. Yakubov A. S. - T: 

The Academy of the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Uzbekistan, 1996. - 146. P.
22. Avesto. Historical and literary monument. Translated by Askar Mahkam. - T .: «Shark», 2001. - 120-bet.
23. Avesto. Historical and literary monument. Translated by Askar Mahkam. - T.: «Shark», 2001. - S. 120-121.
24. Karimov I. A. Uzbekistan - a unique way of transition to market relations // Great future. - T., 1992 .-- 12-p.
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